Abstract
Introduction

30
Metal speciation in environmental waters is relevant to characterize the metal toxicity, 31 the mobility between different environmental compartments and the proposal of 32 remediation strategies in case of contamination [1] . Comprehensive speciation codes 33 [2;3] have been developed to describe metal species in environmental waters, but their 34 application requires the knowledge of the total concentration of all the components, 35 even of those present at very minor concentration (which might be ill-known despite 36 their crucial role) and of all the equilibrium reactions and their corresponding stability 37 constants, in order to accurately calculate the distribution of the metal among different 38 species. Thus, direct measurement of one metal species or a group of species is 39 necessary to validate the speciation models. unfortunately, the interpretation of the results is not always straightforward, e.g. the 43 computation of the free metal from the measured "labile fraction" is not simple [7] . 44 
45
Absence of Gradients and Nernstian Equilibrium Stripping (AGNES) has been 46 suggested as a new electroanalytical technique [8] Table   92 2330 of ref.
[17]) by using:
The total Zn content was determined in portions of the sample acidified at pH 1.5.
95
Filtered samples for AGNES measurements were stored at 4°C without any treatment. The free Zn concentration in the filtrated water was determined adjusting the pH to the 195 on field measured value 7.7 by means of the N 2 /CO 2 purging device. In this way, the 196 pCa remained at 2.6. The temperature was fixed to 25.0ºC.
197
A series of experiments were conducted using the 2-Pulse strategy. From the data obtained at the longer times (t 1b > 600 s in Fig. 3 
